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Myapproach:		Writing framed	as	

Communication



One-Way Transmission Model



One-Way	Knowledge	Deficit	Model

Source:	Why	does	the	best	sleep	come	in	a	boring	lecture?	



One-Way	Tailored Approach



Two-Way	Constructed Model

SCIGEN	101	dialogue	session Sea	Science	Curious	Minds	Tertiary	Outreach



Writing isnot easy



1 Challenge	of	complexity

2 Challenge	to	be	heard

3 Challenge	of	hearts	&	minds

Science	Communication Challenges



Overcoming the	Challenges



Know	your	Audience

Thesis
41,000 words /168 pages
250 references
I Year

Journal Article
5000 words / 8 pages
24 references
12 weeks

Op-ed
650 words / ¼ page
No references
1 day



“The fundamentals of science are 
essentially simple and maybe expressed 

in a language comprehensible 
to everyone.”



Accessibility



Accessibility	of	Language

“Interpretation of water chemistry behaviour on the basis
of these relationships presents a simplistic overview which
reflects either an increase in concentration commensurate
with a decrease in soil moisture levels in relation to soil
water samples, or an increased dilution effect as a result of
higher precipitation volumes diluting accumulated
windblown dust.”

Source:		An	Editor’s	Farewell



Accessibility	of	Language

Source:	Izil,	T.	(n.d).	The	power	of	simple	words.

AAmmbbuullaattee  MMyy  DDiirreeccttiioonn



Keep	the	message	simple



“I stood up in the square to talk about taxes, and no 
one listened, so I started to tell a story of the fox and 

the goose and within moments all eyes were on me and 
all ears were listening.”

Cicero

Tell Stories



Simplicity &			Story-telling



Building	Student	Confidence	in	Writing



Writing	using	different	
formats

Experiences	from	teaching	SCIGEN	&	Curious	Minds	Outreach	Project



Pose	a	Question	- Access,	Analyse,	Interpret	literature

Condensedmediums
e.g.	An	abstract

Exemplar	from	SCIGEN	101



Oral
presentation	&	
PowerPoint

…and	Communicate

Exemplar	of	slides	for	student	
talk	from	SCIGEN	101



Academic	Poster
Balancing	the	visual	&	the	written

Student	poses	question,	presents	defensible	
argument	based	on	sound	published	evidence	that	is	
well	referenced

Exem
plar	of	student	poster	from

	SCIGEN	101



Assessment	to	expose	the	imagination



“An active imagination is a primary
requirement if one has to deal with paradox,
uncertainty and complexity.”
Brown, Deane, Harris & Russell, (2010). Towards a Just and Sustainable Future. In. V. Brown; J. Harris & J.
Russell. Tackling Wicked Problems (pp3-15). London. U.K. Earthscan



Creative
Assessment

Exemplar	of	student	poster	from	SCIGEN	101



Creativity	can draw	
in	an	audience…

Exemplar	of	student	poster	from	SCIGEN	101



…and	challenge them	
to	think



Imagining	
across	
disciplines…

Physics &	

Ecology

Exemplars	of	student	
posters	from	SCIGEN	101



Imagining
across	
disciplines…

Law	&	
Marketing

Exemplars	of	student	
posters	from	SCIGEN	101



Experiences to	expose	the	imagination



On	Campus…

Scenarios	- class dialogue & reflection



Role Playing…	learning	about...

Community	voice	is	not homogenous

Lived Experience	vs	

Evidence-based	research

Some	student	placards	from	a	‘mock’	community	meeting	 about	1080	pest	control…



Off	Campus…
Real-World	Learning



Blogs	&	Reflections	expose	the	imagination



“To me, I see most people that come to markets as hard
working people trading their craftsmanship and products to
make a living. However, watching that lady make that kids day
kind of made me realise what my lecturer meant to
“experience the community”. And it wasn’t just selling stuff to
kids for an affordable price.”

Extract	from	a	student	blog	2017,	recalling	an	experience	where	a	stall	owner	sold	a	piece	of	kauri	gum	to	a	small	
child	for	much	less	than	the	marked	price	because	the	child	wanted	the	item	but	did	not	have	enough	money

Student	Blog	following	a	field	trip	to	the	Titirangi	Village	Market



“You march among the protestors up Queen St. Your voice thunders in synchronisation
with the masses “We - demand – to let our Kauri stand!” There are no strangers in this
crowd, there is no “I” or “you”; there is only “Us”. Together the collective identity is a
manifestation of the deeply spiritual Kauri roots which permeate the soil of the
Waitakere Ranges. You are speaking for the trees, who cannot speak for themselves. If
Dr Seuss’ Lorax could see you, he would bow his head from the footpath as the troop
stormed Queen St. Beneath his breath he would murmur his renowned philosophical
wisdom;

‘Unless	someone	like	you,	cares	a	whole	awful	lot.	
Nothing	is	going	to	get	better.	It’s	not’ .”

Extract	from	a	student	blog	2017,	inspired	by	a	talk	from	a	community	activist	on	a	fieldtrip	to	Titirangi to	
investigate	the	struggle	to	save	kauri

Student	Blog…Imagining	community	activism



…and	in	Outreach
Curious	Minds	‘Sea	Science’	Project

Sea	Science	was	a	partnership	between	School	of	Environment	social	and	physical	
scientists	and	the	primary	schools	of	Aotea	Great	Barrier	Island	to	creatively	
unpack	beach	clean-up	data.



Science	Report Writing…

‘Mangopare’-
Hammerhead	shark

Collective	Report	
by Te Kura	o	Okiwi

The	protector	of	the	
island.		What	are	we	
doing	to	protect	it?

This	sculpture	was	made	
entirely		from	beach	debris



A	statement	on	the	health	
&	safety	of	shards	of	glass	
found	on	the	beaches.

Report Writing…
‘Footprints’

6	year	old	student	–
‘Sea	Science’	Curious	
Minds	project This	sculpture	was	made	

entirely		from	beach	debris



Where	to	start…



W
H
A
T

H
O
W

WH Y

Inspired	by:	Simon	Sinek’s Start	with	why	

It’s	the	‘Why’	that	
drives	our	passion.

Start	with	the	WHY



Interactive Group	
Activity



I hear you want 
to start a new 
course, so tell 
me about it.

I am interested in 
taking your subject at 
University, so tell me 
about it.

TheOneMinute	Elevator	Pitch

Curious	16	year	old
Curious	HoD



Approach

Start	with	the	why

Audience



1 Challenge	of	complexity

2 Challenge	to	be	heard

3 Challenge	of	hearts	&	minds

Take-away	message:	overcome	these	Challenges




